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preface

“for the majority of businesses
a period of economic downturn
provides opportunities as well”

Companies generally don’t grow by themselves –
growth starts as a business goal and is achieved
through the related growth strategy. One decision you
might face as an entrepreneur is whether to tap new
markets or rather to aim your new strategy at increasing
your market penetration in current markets or expan
ding those markets. Do you intend to sell existing
products or services to new customer groups, or do you
choose to launch new products or services for your
current customers? Once you’ve made decisions
relating to your company’s growth strategy, you are
presented with another issue: you must decide what
means of production to acquire, and how you intend to
finance these resources. Do you use your opportunities
to reduce working capital, thereby releasing funds?
Or do you opt for business assets that are released after
retention of profits? Will you issue shares or additional
shares, or will you raise debt financing?
This theme brochure, published in conjunction with our
macroeconomic Outlook 2013, addresses the critical
question of how businesses might finance their growth.
Our economists analysed the asset structure of
non-financial companies in the Netherlands, and
concluded that large companies fund their assets (fixed
assets) to a significant extent with equity, while small
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and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) depend mainly on
debt financing for their funding. Our analysts also
reviewed the financial health of the Dutch corporate
sector, addressing the solvency, liquidity and
profitability of Dutch businesses. We are pleased to
report that the financial strength of these companies
has remained stable at the macroeconomic level,
despite the fact that the buffers of the Dutch private
sector as a whole have been affected in recent years. On
a more sobering note, profitability has declined sharply
since the start of the current crisis. This has made it
more difficult to use the profits earned to fund growth,
the logical result of which is that a growing number of
businesses are compelled to raise external capital. Our
economists therefore address the various external
financing options available, and describe how the
demand for bank loans has declined since 2008, while
the banks themselves have become more cautious in
extending credit.
If the demand for credit picks up again, there is a
possibility that it will be both available on a more
limited basis and be more expensive than in the past.
This is the result of both the impact of the new liquidity
requirements and stricter capital requirements arising
from the Basel III accord set to take effect in 2013 and of
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other regulations, which may cut into funds to fund
business growth and, by extension, potentially hamper
economic recovery.
The extent to which these problems will actually
materialise depends on the financial position of
businesses and myriad other microeconomic and
macroeconomic factors. We must therefore not
discourage each other by taking an overly pessimistic
view at this point. Although for many people a
recession may primarily represent a time of restraint, for
the majority of businesses a period of economic
downturn provides opportunities as well, and I would
certainly hope your business belongs in this category.
I trust you will enjoy this publication and find it
inspirational, and would like to take this opportunity to
wish you a healthy, happy and successful 2013.

Sipko Schat
Executive Board
Rabobank Group
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Business activity and
financing preferences in
the Netherlands
People’s reasons to set up a business vary depending on the
individual, but the challenge and desire to be their own boss
has proved to be the main drive throughout the years. A select
number of entrepreneurs choose to start their own company for
financial reasons, often with the express goal to grow their
business. In achieving these aspirations, they are faced with a
specific funding issue, an issue that is more complex for new
businesses and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) than
it is for large companies. Given the major importance of SMEs to
the Dutch economy, this must therefore be considered in any
discussion on financing and business growth.
5
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Gazelle companies and average-growth companies
A country’s level of business activity depends on the
number of individuals in the working and job-seeking
populations choosing to start their own businesses.
‘Business activity’ is here defined as all business owners
who also manage the company, and for whom this is
the primary activity. ’Business activity’ in the strictest
sense of the term therefore plays a more important role
in SMEs and new businesses than it does at large
companies. SMEs are vital to the Dutch economy, with
the vast majority of businesses (99%) belonging to this
category. In 2011, Dutch SMEs accounted for just over
half of added value and 70% of employment (EIM, 2012;
Statistics Netherlands, 2011). Within the EU-27, these
percentages are 58.4% and 67%, respectively (EC,
2011b). The number of businesses in the Netherlands
has grown over the past few decades. In 2009, the
business ownership rate1 in the Netherlands, at 11.9%,
was just below the EU-15 average (figure 1). Compared
with the population as a whole, entrepreneurs in the
Netherlands accounted for 9.6% in 2009, versus an
average of 8.8% for the EU-15 (Vendrig, 2011).

Figure 1: Business ownership rate
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Successful entrepreneurs tend to be flexible, creative
and proactive. Shane (2003) concludes that they are
also more extroverted than the average person and are
pleasant to deal with, as well as being highly assertive
and valuing their independence. A high degree of
flexibility and adaptability are also key qualities
Not all new businesses are equally successful at
(Brummelkamp and Te Peele, 2003). The environment in
achieving growth (i.e. in terms of employees, revenue
which businesses operate is changing rapidly, and
and/or profit), and in the SME sector, in particular, the
frequency with which new businesses enter and exit the successful entrepreneurs continuously adapt to these
market is high. Factors that contribute to the success of changes and anticipate future trends and develop
a business include the personal qualities of the business ments. Besides these personal traits, the reason for
starting a business is also a key factor (Brummelkamp,
owner and the reasons for starting a business.
2011). Considering the success of a business in terms of
growth and profit, there are strong reasons and weaker
1 The business ownership rate is defined as the number of
reasons, as stated above. For example, businesses that
entrepreneurs expressed as a percentage of the working and
were established out of ‘necessity’, for instance because
job-seeking populations.
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Figure 2: Employment growth 2003-2006
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Figure 3: Revenue growth 2003-2006
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the business owner wants to be his own boss, have
proved to be less successful than companies whose
founder was driven by his perception of market
opportunities (Bruins, 2009). Contrary to an assumption
commonly made in economic theory, business growth
is not an organic process that evolves and then ends
when the business has maximised its profit. Experience
has shown that growth does not come as a surprise to
successful entrepreneurs, but that it is rather the result
of personal drive and efficient actions (Brummelkamp
and Te Peele, 2003). Compared with their counterparts
in neighbouring countries, few Dutch businesses
expressly aim for growth (Bosma and Levie, 2010).
This theme brochure focuses on funding growth. In
terms of employment2, both regular businesses
(moderate-growth companies) and high-growth
companies are important to economic development in
the Netherlands (Smit et al, 2011). During the period
from 2003 to 2006, high-growth companies created
gross employment growth of 369,000 jobs, while
average-growth companies generated 193,000 jobs
during the same period (figure 2). However, averagegrowth companies in terms of job growth did achieve
more revenue growth than their high-growth
counterparts. During the period from 2002 to 2006,
average-growth companies accounted for revenue
growth of ¤ 193.7 million, while high-growth
companies saw their revenue increase by ¤ 135.8
million (figure 3).

Revenue growth

Source: Smit et al (2011)
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2 A high-growth company is a company that has generated a
minimum annual growth in employment of 20% over a 3-year period.
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Growth requires investment and capital
In order to facilitate growth, businesses require (more)
resources that allow them to conduct the production
and sales processes (i.e. increase their efficiency and
effectiveness). In order to achieve this, businesses are
required to make certain investment decisions: they
must determine what fixed and/or current assets they
wish to acquire, and in what quantities or amounts. The
result of the investment policy pursued is a key
determinant of the long-term value of their business. To
finance their activities, businesses can choose from a
range of financing options (figure 4). Internal funds tend

Figure 4: Balance-sheet structure
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Capital structure

to be insufficient for most businesses, requiring them
to raise external capital. In doing so, they can choose
between equity and debt capital. Contracting a loan is
therefore not necessarily a bad thing: in some cases it
is necessary to drive business growth. In addition, debt
financing also allows business owners to maintain
full control of their business. The options available to
finance activities raise the question as to what the
optimal asset structure might be for a business.3
There are a number of key differences between equity
and debt capital, which can potentially affect the choice
of asset structure. For one, unlike debt capital providers,
equity capital providers actually own the business.
This gives these providers control, which in some cases
may not be desirable to businesses, since one of the
main reasons people decide to start their own business
is their desire to be their own boss. In addition, debt
capital providers earn a fixed return in the form of
interest, whereas equity capital providers earn a variable
return in the form of a dividend. Since the payment of
a return is more uncertain for equity capital providers
than for debt capital providers, the former demand
a higher return . This means it is more expensive for
businesses to raise equity capital than it is to raise
debt capital, and in addition the interest payable to the
lender is generally tax-deductible. Since the interest
\on debt capital is deductible, the value of a business
3 Modigliani and Miller (1958) conducted the first leading research
study into the optimal asset structure for businesses. They concluded
that the asset structure, based on the strict assumptions of perfect,
complete and efficient capital markets, does not affect the company’s
value.
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Box 1: Assessment of financing application by financier

If a business decides to raise external financing, this
does not mean it will actually secure the funds, as
external financiers decide on the basis of a large
number of factors whether or not to approve a
financing application. These applications are often
assessed based on factors such as risk-return trade-off.
In their assessment, financiers have the option to use
the Net Present Value (NPV) Method. Under this
method, expected future cash flows are cashed based
on required return, where the latter consists of the
risk-free interest, a fee for providing the funds, and
various premiums for the risks to which the financier is
exposed. If the net present value is greater than zero,

the project return is higher than the required return,
making the investment project an acceptable
investment from a financial perspective. In that case,
financiers will essentially be willing to provide the
financing. A high estimate of the risk involved need
not be an impediment for businesses in raising funds.4
As long as the expected return is high enough, the
financier, according to the theory detailed above, will

4 A poor risk assessment may prevent potentially profitable
projects from getting off the ground because investors overestimate
the actual risk. The result of an inadequate risk assessment may also
be that non-profitable projects do get off the ground because
investors underestimate the actual risk.

increases deductible, the value of a business increases
when the amount of debt capital is raised. It is therefore
not surprising that businesses tend to prefer debt
capital financing to raising equity capital.5 However, this
does not mean it is the most desirable option for a
business to finance its activities with debt capital
funding only. Baxter (1967), Kraus and Litzenberger
(1973) and Myers (1984) all point out that debt capital
financing results in bankruptcy costs. As the debt ratio
increases, the likelihood that the company will run into
financial difficulties rises accordingly, as does the
likelihood of bankruptcy6. Since the effects of the tax
5 Modigliani and Miller (1963) were the first to factor in the effect of
corporation tax on the optimal asset structure. They concluded that
the introduction of corporation tax has made debt capital financing
the preferred option for businesses, as interest payments are
tax-deductible while dividend payments are not.
6 Note that bankruptcy risk can be reduced by providing a tangible
collateral. This makes it easier, for example, to secure external
financing for tangible assets than for intangible assets, as well as
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be willing to provide funds. Besides the risk-return
trade-off, financing applications are also assessed
based on other criteria: financiers also consider factors
such as the level of business activity, continuity of cash
flow, and liquidity, solvency and profitability.

benefit of debt and the bankruptcy costs of debt run
counter to each other, the optimal asset structure
consists of a combination of equity and debt capital
(this is known as the ‘static trade-off theory’). As a result,
businesses may maintain a target ratio for their asset
structure, which reflects the optimal ratio of debt and
total assets (Brounen, 2005).
According to Jensen and Meckling (1976), the optimal
capital structure theory fails to take proper account of
agency costs; that is, costs arising from a conflict of
interest between the business (i.e. the agent) and the
financier (i.e. the principal). Additionally, there is the
issue of information asymmetry, due to which the
business and the financier do not have access to the
same information, or only to a limited degree or at a
making it easier to finance fixed assets with external funds than with
current assets.
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high cost. Information asymmetry between the business
and the financier may lead to two different types of
problems. First of all, financiers will demand an interest
fee that covers the average risk associated with an
investment project, because they cannot identify the
actual risk involved in the investment project for which
the business is requesting funding. However, businesses
seeking financing for investment projects that involve
below-average risk will not be willing to pay this
average risk fee, and will decide not to raise funds. As a
result, only businesses with projects involving aboveaverage risk will request external financers for funding.
By demanding a higher risk fee, the financier therefore
attracts the more high-risk investment projects. In the
literature, this phenomenon is referred to as ‘adverse
selection’.
A second factor is that problems may arise after the
funding has been provided. Since financiers cannot
always observe the actions of businesses, a business
may use the financing obtained for other, more
high-risk purposes than was agreed with the financier.
Besides, the financier is sometimes unable to assess the
entrepreneur’s commitment, while in fact this
commitment ultimately determines the degree to
which the project becomes high risk during the term of
the loan, as well as determining the likelihood of profit.
In the literature, this phenomenon is known as ‘moral
hazard’.
External financiers, including banks, employ a number
of methods to solve the problems related to
adverse selection and moral hazard (Brealey et al, 2006).
One of these methods involves subjecting potential
10
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borrowers to a detailed background check before a
financier decides to provide funds. Financiers often also
demand securities that they can claim if the loan
provided is not repaid, and in some cases borrowers
must provide progress updates during the course of the
project. However, the methods to control problems
related to adverse selection and moral hazard are too
costly to use on a standard basis (Jensen and Meckling,
1976). This is true in particular for smaller loans and/or
businesses operating in an industry or field of which the
financier has limited knowledge.
Based on asymmetric information, Myers and Maljuf
(1984) predict a ‘pecking order’ between the
various types of capital. According to this pecking order,
businesses use internal funds as much as possible, as in
this case the problem of asymmetric information is not
an issue, and in addition they can maintain control over
their business. However, internal funds may not be
sufficient, thereby requiring the business to raise
external funds. The type of external funds a business
might raise depends on various factors, including the
company’s stage of growth (see below). Based on the
assumption that businesses have the choice between
debt and equity capital, debt financing is preferred (not
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including informal investments by friends and family
members), since security can be provided to debt
capital providers, causing them to demand a lower risk
premium than equity capital providers. As an added
benefit, debt capital providers only have to monitor
bankruptcy risk and do not need to keep track of
whether business profit is maximised. This is because
debt capital providers consider it sufficient when the
business generates sufficient revenue to pay interest
and repay the debt. According to the ‘pecking order’
theory, businesses, contrary to the static trade-off
theory, therefore do not aim for an optimum debt ratio.
The asset structure is determined mainly by a
preference for a specific form of financing. Businesses
exhibiting ‘pecking order’ behaviour aim to achieve a
high degree of financial flexibility, in the sense that the
amount of debt capital is kept in check. This makes
businesses flexible, because the low interest charges
result in a higher net cash flow. This leaves businesses
with sufficient internal funds to carry out new projects
(Brounen et al, 2005).
The theoretical literature does not present a clear
picture of the optimum asset structure for businesses.
Various authors have attempted to test the relevancy of
the various theories. Brounen et al (2005) have found
validation for the static trade-off theory in the results of
surveys conducted among finance directors in the
United Kingdom, Germany, France and the Netherlands.
In the Netherlands, the optimum debt ratio is
considered to be 73%, with nearly half of businesses
defining this optimum as a range rather than a specific
number. Tax benefits of debt have proved to be a more
important factor in the decision regarding the financing
11
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form than are bankruptcy costs of debt. In the
Netherlands, 38% of finance directors indicated that tax
benefits of debt are (virtually) always a factor in
determining the asset structure, while for 27% of Dutch
finance directors, bankruptcy costs of debt (virtually)
always represent a factor. Furthermore, Brounen et al
(2005) note that companies with higher debt and a
higher target ratio for the debt also attach more
importance to the tax benefits of debt. Companies with
substantial debt also indicated that they were more
concerned about the possibility of bankruptcy, which is
a logical effect of the debt burden. Brounen et al (2005)
also confirmed the veracity of the pecking-order theory.
Of the Dutch finance directors, 51% stated, for example,
that they considered financial flexibility important or
very important.
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Asset structure of
Dutch businesses
The ultimate financing decisions made by businesses
result in a specific asset structure. In this chapter, we take
a closer look at the asset structure and financial position
of Dutch non-financial companies. Since financing issues
faced by new businesses and SMEs differ from those of
large companies, the asset structures vary as well. We
therefore subdivide companies based on their size. In
addition, we also review the liquidity, solvency and
profitability of Dutch businesses, since these key financial
data are closely related to asset structure.
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Determinants of asset structure
Decisions relating to the nature of the asset structure
– if that is what the business is expressly aiming for –
represent a highly complex issue for businesses. The tax
treatment of forms of financing, additional bankruptcy
risks, and flexibility were addressed in the previous
chapter as key determinants in this type of choice of
asset structure. Based on commercial considerations,
there are a number of additional aspects, including
volatility of the profitability and cash flows, asset
structure, risk related to changes in the value of the
assets, growth opportunities for the business, and the
industry in which the business operates. However, one
of the determinants that play a role in any situation is
company size.
Table 1: Definition of SME
Classification

Work force

Turnover

Balance sheet

(staff employed)

(million EUR)

(million EUR)

< 10

≤2

≤2

EC Definition
Micro
Small

< 50

≤ 10

≤ 10

Medium

< 250

≤ 50

≤ 43

Large

≥ 250

> 50

> 43

< 10

< 23

10 - 100

< 23

≥ 100

≥ 23

Company size can affect the asset structure of a
business in a number of ways. On the one hand, it is
assumed that the revenues of large companies are more
diversified, which increases their chances of survival in
tough economic times and reduces their chances of
financial difficulties. This could potentially make it easier
for larger companies to finance their activities with debt
capital. Furthermore, at larger companies agency
problems with creditors play a less important role, and
thanks to economies of scale the costs of raising
external capital are lower than for smaller businesses
(Frank and Goyal, 2009). On the other hand, the
theoretical literature posits that larger companies, due
to the more limited information asymmetry and
economies of scale, can also raise equity capital at a
lower cost than smaller companies (Graham et al, 1998;
Gaud et al, 2005). This actually indicates a negative
relationship between the debt ratio and company size.
Although this does not, in theory, result in a clear
correlation between business size and debt ratio, in
practice the relationship is generally found to be
positive. International research has shown that larger
companies generally have a higher debt ratio (Rajan
and Zingales, 1995; De Jong, Kabir and Nguyen, 2008;
Frank and Goyal, 2009). In analysing the asset structure
of non-financial companies in the Netherlands, we
therefore subdivide businesses based on company size.

EIM efinition
Small
Medium
Large

Source: European Commission (2003); EIM (2012)
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The European Commission (2003) defines SMEs as any
company that employs fewer than 250 people, with
turnover of less than ¤ 50 million or a balance sheet
total of less than ¤ 43 million. Companies that do not
meet this definition are considered large companies.
The European Commission subdivides SMEs into micro-
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enterprises, small enterprises and medium-sized
enterprises (table 1). However, in this theme brochure
we use the definition of economic research company
EIM (2012) as consistently as possible. By their definition,
companies qualify as SMEs if they have fewer than
100 active employees (and turnover of less than
¤ 23 million). Companies that do not meet this
definition are considered large companies.

Table 2: Liability mix for Dutch businesses, 2012
Total

SMEs

SLEs

LEs

Equity capital

34

34

44

53

Debt capital

66

66

56

47

Provisions

5

8

3

3

Long term

31

28

25

23

Short term

30

30

27

21

SMEs (up to 100 employees); small larger enterprises (SLEs; 100 to 249 employees);
large enterprises (LEs; 250+ employees)

Source: EIM (2012)
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Asset structure of Dutch businesses
The asset structure of Dutch non-financial companies
depends on company size. Contrary to international
research, the share of equity capital in total liabilities,
consisting of funds provided by shareholders and
reserves resulting from retained profits and revaluation,
increases as Dutch companies grow in size (table 2).
Large enterprises finance 53% of their assets with equity
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capital, while for SMEs the share of equity capital in total
liabilities accounts for 34%. The origin of the equity
capital is related to company size as well. Large
companies often raise external equity capital through a
rights issue in public capital markets or through private
placement with institutional investors. In addition, many
also allow private equity companies and other partners
to invest in their company. Only the largest SMEs can
also raise external equity capital by issuing shares; the
majority of SMEs is not in a position to do this and
instead depends on the contribution of private funds,
funds provided by family and acquaintances, and
retention of profit. A 1995 survey conducted by Hagen
and Schuit of 175 companies shows, for example, that
nearly 90% of the equity capital of SMEs is provided by
the business owner or others in his immediate circle,
whereas this is true for only 50% of large companies.
There are several explanations for the difference in the
importance of equity capital for businesses. First of all, it
is more difficult for SMEs to raise external equity capital,
since the problem of information asymmetry is more
pronounced in SMEs than in large enterprises due to
the less stringent information requirements for SMEs.
This has been the doing of Dutch legislators, in an effort
to keep administrative charges and the associated costs
for smaller enterprises within reasonable limits. A
second reason is that raising external equity capital is
often too expensive for SMEs, on account of
diseconomies of scale, greater financial risks, and other
factors (Sogrob-Mira, 2005; Ortiz-Molina and Penas,
2008). Due to the high fixed costs and the relatively
limited size of rights issues, the costs per euro issued are
relatively high for SMEs. In addition, SME owners also
15
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lose a portion of their control by raising external equity
capital. Some might perceive this as a restriction of their
entrepreneurial freedom, when in fact many SME
owners chose to start their own business because of
that very freedom. Due to the limited access of SMEs to
external equity capital, these businesses are faced with
an equity gap.
Since the majority of SMEs do not have the option to
finance their activities by raising equity capital, there are
two financing options remaining for this group. Firstly,
they can finance their activities with internal funds or
raise debt capital, where they generally prefer the first
option to the latter. Since small businesses tend to have
limited internal funds, it is not surprising that they rely
more on debt capital than do large enterprises (Marsh,
1982). For SMEs, the debt ratio is higher than for large
companies (table 2). Besides, SMEs depend more on
short-term debt capital than do large enterprises.
Roughly 35% of the total assets of SMEs consists of
short-term liabilities, while long-term liabilities account
for 26%7. For large companies, these percentages are
21% and 23%, respectively. In addition, the term for
long-term debt capital is generally shorter for SMEs than
for large enterprises (Folkeringa and Verhoeven, 2011).
There are a number of reasons why SMEs are more
dependent on short-term debt capital. For example, the
provision of short-term debt capital reduces agency
7 According to economic research company EIM (2012), the share
of long-term liabilities for SMEs is distorted because of microenterprises, which do not distinguish between private capital and
business capital. For example, a home mortgage might be used to
finance a portion of the business assets.
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costs for the financier, who is exposed to risk during a
shorter period of time. Large enterprises are better able
to mitigate these risks in other ways, for example by
providing security and providing information in the
form of detailed financial reports. Since SMEs are less
capital-intensive than large enterprises (see below),
these companies are not able to provide the same level
of security to financiers (Sogrob-Mira, 2003).
Additionally, it is also relatively expensive for SMEs to
prepare detailed financial reports due to the high fixed
costs involved. Another factor is that capital
requirements are different: SMEs generally have a
greater (short-term) requirement for working capital
than do large enterprises.

facilitating the screening and monitoring process in the
financier’s quest for quality assurance. For entrepre
neurs, this means that business factors, along with
personal factors, play a key role in their interaction
with the bank. In addition, problems relating to a lack
of securities are partially resolved8, as a result of which
a financier will be more likely to provide a loan.

Fluctuation in the solvency position of Dutch
companies
The structure of the liability side of the balance sheet
determines a company’s solvency. The solvency ratio,
i.e. the ratio of equity capital and total assets, indicates
to what extent a company can meet its financial
obligations (i.e. interest charges and debt repayment) in
Like the origin of equity capital, the source of debt
the longer term. Minimum standards for the solvency
capital also depends on company size. SMEs have
ratio vary depending on the industry and on the
traditionally secured most of their debt capital from
company’s age and size. As a general rule, the higher
banks, particularly their primary bank. More than 75% of the solvency, the less vulnerable the company’s
SMEs obtain debt capital from the primary bank; large
financial health is to external factors such as interestcompanies generally deal with multiple banks, including rate fluctuations. At the same time, the more vulnerable
the primary bank. The difference in the importance of
a company’s operation, the higher the solvency
the primary bank makes sense, as having a primary bank requirement set by the financier. In recent years, the
can (partially) eliminate the information vacuum
solvency of Dutch businesses has remained relatively
resulting from the problems relating to asymmetric
stable, despite the crisis9 (figure 5). One of the reasons
information. As reported, the fixed costs related to
information provision are often too high for small
enterprises. Information requirements are therefore less 8 In some cases, the government can provide a solution for SMEs
unable to provide sufficient security, i.e. by issuing a variety of
stringent for SMEs, making it more difficult for debt
guarantees, including the SME Loan Guarantee Scheme (BKMB), the
Business Financing Guarantee (Garantie ondernemingsfinanciering)
capital providers to estimate the risks associated with
and the Growth Facility (Groeifaciliteit).
providing the financing. By entering into a long-term
9 The solvency of Dutch businesses is strongly related to economic
trends (EIM, 2010). Although a slowdown in economic growth results
relationship, the financier gathers substantial
in lower solvency due to the losses suffered, the solvency position
information about the quality of the business owner
may improve despite a reduction in the balance sheet if equity capital
and the company’s financial position, thereby
declines less sharply than debt capital.
16
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Figure 5: Solvency of Dutch businesses
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Figure 6: Solvency position of Dutch companies 
by company size, 2012
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for this is that business debt has increased only
moderately as a result of low investor appetite (see our
publication Outlook 2013). However, the solvency rate
for Dutch businesses as a whole gives a distorted
picture of the financial position of individual companies.
The high solvency of a small number of very large
companies has a strong effect on the figure. However,
the solvency position of SMEs (34%) is weaker than that
of large companies (53%; figure 6), due to the existence
of the aforementioned equity gap. In addition, it has
also been demonstrated that companies with a lower
solvency ratio, including SMEs, are not successful with
equity capital providers (EIM, 2011). This means they are
also unable to increase their solvency ratio.
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Box 2: Debt ratio in a European perspective

ECB research (2007)10 shows that the ratio of debt and
revenue and the ratio of issued equity capital and
revenue is relatively low for Dutch companies
(table 3). This means that Dutch businesses are
different from their European counterparts in that
they use a relatively small amount of external
financing. The theoretical literature often establishes
10 It is well documented that business-specific features, such as
the size of the company and the industry in which the company
operates, affect the financing structure of companies. In order to
compare the financing structure of various companies in different
countries, it is therefore necessary to impose an identical structure
in terms of size and industry. The ECB made this adjustment in 2007
by applying the size/industry composition for the eurozone as a
whole to each of the individual Member States. Table 3 shows the
results of these measures.

a positive link between the level of competition
between financial institutions and external financing.
Berger and Hannan (1989) posit, for example, that a
lack of competition results in inefficiency, which, in
turn, results in less external financing being provided
to companies, therefore leading to a higher cost price.
In fact, however, more intense competition can
increase the level of innovation by financial
institutions, potentially leading to the creation of new
products that are more in line with the company’s
financial needs and, in some cases, may cost less.
Nevertheless, the literature also asserts that increased
competition between financial institutions limits the
privileged access of banks to information about

specific companies, thereby reducing the availability
of external financing and resulting in higher costs
(Petersen and Rajan, 1994). Empirical research has
shown, however, that the former arguments are more
compelling than the latter (Beck et al, 2004; Claessen
and Laeven, 2005). However, this correlation does not
appear to apply to the Netherlands. According to the
H-statistic11, which measures the sum of the
elasticities of total revenue with respect to a bank’s
factor input prices, the Dutch banking sector is one of
the most competitive in Europe (Hartmann et al,

11 In the case of full competition, the H statistic is equal to 1. In
the case of a monopoly, the H statistic is equal to 0.

Table 3: Indicators for financial structure (average for the period from 1999-2005)
Debt/revenu
		

Issued equity

debt-to-equity

capital/revenu		

				

Share of

Share of banks

Share of bonds

short-term debt

loans in

in total debt

in total debt

total debt

Netherlands

66.6

19.5

145.6

58.3

14

7.6

Austria

111

9.5

232

53.8

23

8.1

Belgium

92.2

61.7

156.6

64.8

22.1

Germany

66

18.9

245

60.8

24

2.4

Spain

78.8

31.6

147.6

66.9

27.5

0.9

Finland

66.1

29.3

119.4

54.8

26.7

6.9

France

76.4

22.2

240.3

63.1

16.1

6

Greece

85.5		

86.4

66.9

Italy

80.2

23.5

242.4

73.3

26.2

2.7

Portugal

91.2

41.4

186.3

65.5

31.3

3.1

Eurozone

76.3

29.6

181.1

63.5

22.3

4.2

Source: BACH-database, ECB (2007)
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Box 2: Continuation

2006). Nevertheless, Dutch non-financial companies
are financed with relatively little external capital.
Table 3 also shows that the debt-to-equity ratio of
Dutch companies is relatively low, which may be
attributed to the high value of the H statistic. The ECB
(2007) states that an above-average level of
competition in the banking sector generally results in
a lower debt ratio, since competition results in lower
funding costs. The relatively low corporation income
tax rate may also be a factor in the relatively low debt
ratio of Dutch businesses (table 4). Other institutional
factors often cited in the theoretical literature do not
provide an explanation. Although it is often assumed
that the debt ratio is higher in countries where debt
capital providers receive better protection, providers
of debt capital financing are, in fact, relatively well
protected in the Netherlands (table 4). Another

common argument is that countries where equity
capital providers are better protected than debt
capital providers, companies, on average, have a
lower debt-to-equity ratio. However, this argument
also does not hold for the Netherlands (table 4). In
terms of rights for equity capital providers, the
country scores a 3 on a scale from 0 to 6, while it also
scores a 3 on a scale from 0 to 4 when it comes to
rights for debt capital providers.
If we focus on the composition of the debt, we find
that the share of bank loans in total debt in the
Netherlands is relatively low, while relatively many
companies (notably large enterprises and some larger
SMEs) raise debt capital through the issue of bond
loans (table 3). According to business management
literature, the protection of investors (both equity

Table 4: Protection of capital providers
Rights of equity

Reights of debt

Corporate income tax-rate

capital providers*

capital providers**

in 2005

Netherlands

3

3

31.5

Austria

4

3

25

Belgium

1

2

34

Germany

4

3

38.9

Spain

5

2

35

Finland

3

1

26

France

3

0

35

Italy

4

2

33

Portugal

3

1

27.5

Source: Hartmann (2006), La Porta et al (1998), Djankov et al (2006), OECD
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capital providers and debt capital providers) may be a
factor. If companies’ rights are better protected, they
make use of bond loans more often. This may apply to
the Netherlands as well.
Compared with other EMU Member States, the
Netherlands finances a smaller portion of its total debt
with short-term funds. Petersen and Rajan (1995) and
Degryse and Ongena (2005) conclude that, if the
banking sector is more concentrated, as is the case in
the Netherlands (Cetorelli and Gambera, 2001), banks
will be more inclined to build a long-term relationship
with borrowers. Based on this long-term relationship,
financiers are more willing to provide long-term debt
capital. The protection of debt capital providers may
also be significant. If there is a higher level of
protection, debt capital providers will be less likely to
use alternative methods, e.g. reducing the term of the
loan, in order to prevent opportunistic behaviour on
the part of companies and safeguard their rights.

*The extent of the rights of equity capital providers is measured
on a scale from 0 to 6, where a higher score indicates a higher
degree of protection.
**The extent of the rights of debt capital providers is measured
on a scale from 1 to 4, where a higher score indicates a higher
degree of protection.
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Capital structure of Dutch businesses
The asset structure of Dutch non-financial companies
cannot be considered separately from the capital
structure. According to the golden rule of financing, the
lifespan of the assets must match the term of the
financing as closely as possible. Since short-term funds
tend to be less expensive than long-term funds, it may
seem more appealing to finance investments in fixed
assets with short-term funds. However, this may lead to
problems, as witnessed by the 2008-2009 financial crisis.
If a business decides to finance fixed assets with shortterm funds, it must refinance the loan on a regular basis.
However, the availability of funds is uncertain, which
exposes the business to financing risk or refinancing
risk. In addition, the business is also exposed to interestrate risk, as short-term liabilities can increase sharply
due to interest-rate fluctuations. Furthermore,
Table 5: Asset mix for Dutch businesses, 2012
SMEs

SLEs

LE

47

58

73

Tangible financial assets

41

34

35

Intangible financial assets

6

24

38

Current assets

53

42

27

Inventories

11

10

4

Short-term receivables

26

23

18

Liquid assets

15

8

5

Fixed assets

SMEs (up to 100 employees); small larger enterprises (SLEs; 100 to 249 employees);
large enterprises (LEs; 250+ employees)

Source: EIM (2012)
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sometimes short-term funds are actually more
expensive than long-term funds. The risk to which a
business is exposed increases as the business finances
more assets with short-term funds.
As noted, large enterprises are more capital-intensive
than SMEs. Nearly 75% of the total assets of large
enterprises represent fixed assets, compared with
slightly less than 50% for SMEs (table 5).12 Due to the
lower capital intensity, SMEs are able to offer fewer
tangible securities to debt capital providers. Logically,
SMEs maintain more current assets, particularly more
liquid assets, than do large enterprises. One advantage
of a large volume of liquid assets is that a business can
respond quickly and more effectively to the constantly
fluctuating demand for products and services due to
continuously changing consumer demands. The
prevention factor also plays a role – as a result, SMEs
maintain more liquidities as a financial buffer, ensuring
that they can meet (unexpected) short-term
commitments. Since the product and customer groups
are less differentiated at SMEs and many SMEs are at an
early stage of the lifecycle (see below), the cash flows of
SMEs are more volatile than those of large enterprises.
In order to keep the business process running when
faced with disappointing cash flows and to safeguard
the future of the company, it is a prudent policy to
maintain more liquid assets as a buffer. The smaller the
company, the more important the prevention factor
becomes, since this increases the risk of collapse. In
12 The share of fixed assets for SMEs is distorted because of microenterprises, which do not distinguish between private capital and
business capital. For example, a home mortgage might constitute a
relatively significant portion of the assets (EIM, 2012).
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Figure 7: Liquidity position of Dutch companies 
by company size, 2012
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Figure 8: Profitability of Dutch businesses
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10

recent years, only 50% of new businesses survived the
first five years of operation (EIM, 2012). However, the
greater flexibility does involve substantial expenses,
since liquid assets are less stable from the perspective of
the debt capital providers, which increases the risk to
which they are exposed and makes them more
reluctant to provide financing and/or means they are
only willing to do so at a higher cost.
Dutch businesses: solid liquidity position
The liquidity position reflects the level to which a
company is able to meet its immediate (i.e. short-term
or current) liabilities without needing to tap new
financial sources. A poor liquidity position (possibly in
conjunction with a low solvency ratio) represents an
impediment to obtaining external financing (box 1).
Figure 7 shows that the current ratio13 for both SMEs and
large companies is well above 100%, which means that,
on average, Dutch companies are able to meet their
short-term liabilities. The liquidity position deteriorates
as the company’s size increases, since, as noted above,
large enterprises are more capital intensive and
maintain fewer liquidities.
Profitability of Dutch companies under pressure
Up to now, we have only considered the balance-sheet
structure of companies. The balance sheet shows the
composition of the capital and assets at a given time.
13 The current ratio is a commonly used financial ratio used to test a
company’s liquidity, where the current assets are related to the shortterm liabilities. As a general rule, the lower the current ratio, the
weaker the company’s liquidity position. A company with a current
ratio of more than 100% is fully able to meet its short-term liabilities; if
the ratio is lower than 100%, the company’s short-term existence is
jeopardised.

The profit and loss account is used to enter a company’s
income and expenditure throughout the entire
reporting period, thereby reflecting the amount of
financial scope the company can create through profit
retention in order to achieve further growth. If all other
factors are held equal, the profit balance (or loss
balance) in the profit and loss account results in an
increase (or decline) in the equity capital in the balance
sheet.
The profit ratio of production, i.e. net profit as a
percentage of GDP, has declined significantly since the
start of the crisis in 2008. In 2008, the profit ratio of
production in the Netherlands stood at 13.4, and by
2011 it had dropped to 9.7 (figure 8). It should be noted
that this ratio is more in line with historical data. Net
profit has been in decline at many companies since
2008. Many businesses let go of contractors while
hanging on to permanent employees, when there was
in fact no work for them either. They nevertheless
decided not to let go of permanent staff, since there
had been a shortage in the labour market prior to the
outbreak of the crisis, and employers feared that they
would have a difficult time recruiting new employees in
the post-crisis job market. Other factors were that the
dismissal of permanent staff would result in the loss of a
great deal of knowledge and expertise, along with the
high redundancy costs involved. However, companies
cannot keep employees for whom there is simply no
work on staff forever. Since the economy is not
expected to recover in the foreseeable future, we
expect that companies will spread the pain over a
further decline in the profit ratio and by laying off
permanent employees. The latter will cause a rise in
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unemployment (see our publication Outlook 2013). The
increase in the net interest burden ratio has also
contributed to the decline in net profit.14 Since 2009,
this indicator for the cost of debt capital has been at a
much higher level than in the preceding years. The tight
credit and capital markets have compelled companies
to pay more for their loans (box 3). Although the current
rates are lower than the long-term averages, this has a
delayed effect on the net interest burden ratio due to
the longer term of many loans. Rising expenses (for
energy, etc.) have also contributed to the decline in net
profit. Over the past several years, this decline has been
stronger than the drop in GDP volume, causing the
profit ratio as a whole to decrease. We can conclude
from the lower profit ratio that the profitability of
investments and the financial scope of businesses to
fund investments from retained profits have declined.
The profit ratio reflects the profitability of Dutch
businesses as a whole; if we focus on the different
company sizes, we see quite a different picture. The
return on equity (ROE)15, which shows the correlation
between a company’s financial results and the equity
capital invested, is higher for SMEs than for large
enterprises (figure 9). This is the result of the financial
leverage of debt capital. By borrowing funds and, in
doing so, generating revenues higher than the interest

14 The net interest burden ratio expresses the difference between a
company’s interest income and interest expenses, with both flows
adjusted for the fees charged for bank services provided.
15 The profitability of equity capital can be calculated by dividing net
profit (after tax) by the average invested equity capital and
subsequently multiplying it by 100%.
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Box 3: Structure of the rate for credit facilities

The rate for credit facilities consists of three
components: a reference rate, a risk premium and an
individual customer premium (Boonstra and
Groeneveld, 2010). The reference rate, which forms the
basis, is based on a mix of leading rates in the financial
markets. A risk premium is paid in addition to the rate,
the amount of which depends both on the bank’s
financial solidity and liquidity and on trends in the
financial markets. An individual customer premium is
then added to the funding costs of a bank, i.e. the
reference rate plus the risk premium. This means this
premium is not fixed but rather depends on the
customer. The individual customer premium includes

Figure 9: Profitability position of Dutch 
companies by company size, 2012
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a fee for default risk16, a premium for the operational
costs of providing the credit, e.g. a processing fee and
overhead, capital costs, and a margin, among other
components.
Generally, the customer premium increases during an
economic downturn, since the customer’s risk profile
deteriorates. However, the funding costs are rather
countercyclical in nature. Interest rates in the money
and capital markets generally decline during an
16 The size of the default risk depends, among other factors, on the
company’s financial outlook, market expectations, the company’s
market position, previously secured debt capital, the securities for
financing, and the financing amount.

charges on the loan, businesses are able to increase the
ROE (box 4). SMEs benefit more from leverage than do
large enterprises, since they maintain relatively more
debt capital and are less solvent (Verhoeven and Smid,
2011).

economic downturn, causing the reference interest
rate to decrease in turn. These two effects typically
balance each other out, which means the customer
rate actually payable generally changes only
marginally. In recent years, however, financing has
become more expensive, while at the same time the
economic situation has deteriorated (significantly).
Although the reference interest rate has declined, the
risk premiums banks are required to pay have risen
sharply. As a result, banks’ funding costs have
increased overall. Combined with higher customer
premiums, this has resulted in a higher rate.

Leverage also explains the difference between the ROE
and the return on assets (ROA)17.
17 The profitability of total assets can be calculated by dividing net
profit plus interest and taxes by average
total assets and multiplying it by 100%.

Box 4: Illustration of leverage

Suppose a company has total assets of ¤ 10 million, of
which ¤ 4 million represents equity capital and
¤ 6 million represents debt capital. We can also
assume that the annual interest rate on the debt
capital is 5%, which means that annual interest
charges amount to ¤ 300 thousand.
In this scenario, annual profit (i.e. profit prior to
deduction of the interest paid on the debt capital) as a

percentage of total assets is 10%, i.e. ¤ 1 million In
that case, return on equity (after deduction of the
interest paid on the debt capital) is equal to:
(¤ 100,000 - ¤ 30,000)/¤ 400,000 x 100% = 17.5%.
This means that return on equity is higher than the
return on assets (10%). Leverage is created due to the
return on the debt capital raised being higher than
the interest paid to third parties (5%).
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Funding required:
where to look?
The possibility of taking advantage of growth opportunities
depends entirely on the availability of financial resources.
Within the challenging sphere of macroeconomic debt
reduction, moderate economic growth and the desired and
required strengthening of the capital buffers of banks, it can
occur in practice that a business is unable to raise the desired
amount of external financing through the usual banking
channel. We do, however, see the emergence of other
channels that will open up access to alternative sources of
financing. This will ensure that, even if actual bottlenecks arise
in the availability of bank loans in future, it will still be
possible to take other routes to obtaining financing for good
business plans.
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Figure 10: Loans provided to non-financial 
companies
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Figure 11: Factors reported by Dutch banks that 
affect the change in credit demand
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Dutch banks currently maintain approximately ¤ 350
billion in business loans outstanding: this amount is
higher than prior to the start of the credit crisis in the
autumn of 2008. Yet while the volume of business loans
has increased in recent years, the growth rate has
slowed down (figure 10). Nominal growth has hovered
around 3% since 2009, but in real terms the rate has
barely increased at all (Treur, 2012).
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Credit rationing due to crises?
There has been a significant focus in recent years on
possible credit rationing by banks as a result of the
credit losses suffered in the wake of the global financial
crisis, the ensuing Great Recession and the restrictive
effects of new regulatory rules and other laws and
regulations. Although this concern is understandable
given the major significance of bank financing to Dutch
non-financial companies, there has been no evidence of
credit rationing in the Netherlands to date.
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The decline in the growth rate is due to both supply
and demand factors. The demand for bank credit is
closely related to the economic downturn of the past
several years. The lack of domestic and foreign demand
caused corporate revenues to decline and demand for
credit for the financing of inventories and investment
activities to drop significantly. In contrast, the demand
for credit for loss financing increased (Dutch Central
Bank, 2009; figure 11). However, the first of these two
demand effects predominates, resulting in a reduced
demand for business loans. During the second half of
2008 up to 2011, banks reported a lower demand for
credit, both from SMEs and from large enterprises
(figure 12). During the first two quarters of 2011, the
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Figure 12: Credit demand reported by Dutch 
banks, by company size
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demand for credit from large enterprises increased
during a brief period. This was mainly the result of the
strong recovery in global trade, which caused
production to rise along with capacity utilisation, while
businesses (in the manufacturing industry) were
encouraged to invest more. The demand for credit
among SMEs has not picked up to date. SMEs – which
are relatively more dependent on domestic demand
than are large businesses – have been faced for some
years with cautious consumers, due to which volumes,
revenues and profits have barely increased overall, and
in some cases have even declined. Accordingly, the
demand for credit has been limited in recent years.
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Figure 13: Changes in acceptance criteria 
reported by Dutch banks

Figure 14: Changes in risk perception reported by 
Dutch banks
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Due to the economic downturn, banks have become
more cautious in providing credit. During the period
from mid-2007 to 2010, banks, including Rabobank,
reported that they had tightened their acceptance
criteria. The changes involved a) a reduction in the
general risk appetite/increase in the required return and
b) a tightening of the specific credit policy. Since then,
acceptance criteria have remained the same, by and
large (figure 13). Combined with the fact that the risk
profile of many companies has deteriorated due to the
recession (figure 14), this may have made it more
difficult for individual companies to secure bank loans.
Owing to the higher funding costs and the risk
premiums, the price of bank loans has increased as well,
and it is sometimes more expensive for individual
companies to obtain credit. While this may be perceived
as credit rationing at the company level, this is not the
case at the macroeconomic level. Research has shown
that banks continued to meet the credit requirements
of companies even during the crisis (Taskforce
Kredietverlening, 2010).
The price of a stable banking sector
The state of the economy is one of the main
determinants of the demand for credit. With global
trade growth expected to remain relatively weak and
private consumption due to decline in the coming
years, investment growth is expected to remain
sluggish (see our publication Outlook 2013). This means
that the demand for business loans is likewise expected
to increase at a moderate rate. The supply of credit is
strongly affected by the financial markets and by
regulations. Regulatory changes, in particular, may
cause business loans provided by banks to become a
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problem in the coming years. In the aftermath of the
financial crisis, a number of measures were imple
mented at the national and international levels in
order to improve financial stability. For example,
banks worldwide must comply with new liquidity
requirements18 and stricter capital requirements19
which are set out in the Basel III accord set to take
effect in 2013. Under these new requirements, banks
must maintain more, and higher-quality, capital. The
higher and stronger buffers are necessary in order to
improve the financial resilience of banks as well as
increase confidence in the banking industry. This is
vital to stable economic growth, which also benefits
customers. However, there is a price to be paid for
greater security (Smolders, 2011).
If banks are unable to raise the required capital, they
must either build the extra capital from retained profits
or reduce the balance sheet. They can achieve this by
reducing costs, divesting specific operations and/or
reducing the size of the loan portfolio (Kamalodin and
Legierse, 2012; Smolders, 2011; Treur, 2012). The IMF
(2012) expects European banks to reduce their assets by
¤ 2,000 billion in the coming years, including a ¤ 500
billion reduction in the loan portfolio. Consequently, it
18 Liquidity requirements are designed to reduce dependency on
short-term debt capital. Banks are therefore required to make more
use, on a proportional basis, of stable funding sources, including
savings and long-term debt capital. In addition, they are required to
maintain more liquid assets (i.e. assets such as cash and readily
marketable bonds) (Treur, 2012).
19 Capital requirements are designed to increase banks’ solvency by
imposing standards for the size and quality of the equity the bank is
required to maintain in proportion to risk-weighted assets, such as
outstanding loans
(Treur, 2012).
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has warned of a European credit crunch. Although this
warning was not addressed to Dutch banks, under the
capital and liquidity requirements Dutch banks will also
need to become more cautious in providing credit,
while credit will become more expensive (Smolders,
2011; Treur, 2012). This is because banks will, to some
degree, pass on the higher capital and funding costs in
their prices in order to ensure that profitability (which is
necessary for building capital) remains stable.
In addition to these international regulations, a number
of further measures will be implemented in the Dutch
banking industry. This includes a ¤ 600 million annual
bank tax and the contribution to the new fund for the
ex ante financing of the deposit guarantee scheme in
the amount of several hundred million euros a year.
Banks will partially compensate these costs by reducing
operational costs and (where possible) dividend payments. In addition, they may also decide to sell a
portion of their assets or to start using their profit
reserves. The latter cuts into equity capital (i.e. slowing
down accumulation of this capital), thereby further
reducing the room for credit lending (Treur, 2012).
Because of the changes described above, it cannot be
ruled out that, once corporate demand for credit picks
up again, more limited availability of credit and higher
customer fees will undermine economic recovery. This
is something we will need to accept. One of the causes
of the financial crisis was the rampant global growth of
cheap credit (box 6). In order to reduce the likelihood of
another global credit crisis, new rules have been intro
duced for the banking industry. Since the implemen
tation of new regulations provides no absolute
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guarantee when it comes to preventing crises, it does
remain vital to find the right balance between financial
stability and economic growth (Smulders, 2011).
To what extent problems in business lending by banks
will actually materialise depends mainly on companies’
financial positions and on the economic outlook. The
above-mentioned asset structure and financing ratios
are both important factors in this process. Specifically,
Snoei and De Jong (2009) conclude that, in addition to a
company’s overall outlook, it is mainly the presence of
securities, previously contracted loans and the capital
intensity of the applicant that will be significant.
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Box 5: Need for debt reduction

In many Western countries, gross public and private
debt as a percentage of GDP has risen sharply over
the past few decades. This debt accumulation is
related to a number of institutional developments
and trends in the financial markets (Kamalodin, 2012).
Since the late 1970s we have been witness to a wave
of deregulation in the financial industry, which has
increased the number of options for lending money
as well as driving financial innovations. Furthermore,
since the mid-1980s the stable economy, coupled
with higher securities prices, gave lenders and
borrowers a sense of security, resulting in an increase
in the amount of money being borrowed and loaned.
This trend was further enhanced by the sharply
reduced interest rates in the mid-1990s. Finally, tax
policies have played a role as well. Many countries
Figure 15: Total gross debt for the non-financial industry
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experienced a period of growth on the back of the
increased debt, resulting in unparalleled economic
growth in some countries.
Economists agree that debt is necessary in order to
facilitate economic growth; however, excessive gross
debt may hamper this growth. The past has shown
that a rapid increase in debt is a reliable predictor of
financial crises. If gross debt increases, lenders
become more vulnerable to negative shocks related
to factors such as income and securities prices, since
the likelihood of financial difficulties increases. Once
borrowers start doubting the creditworthiness of
lenders, debt is refinanced only at a higher cost, or
not at all. The economy is currently in a vicious circle,
where the increasingly lower prices of securities/
income result in stricter credit terms, causing the
prices of securities and income to decline further. The
2008 credit crisis was also caused by excessive gross
debt. A number of countries and industries had been
living beyond their means and plunged into debt
(Kamalodin, 2012).
There also appears to be an optimal gross debt level
for the economy as a whole, and in addition debt
slows down economic growth. According to
Cecchetti et al (2011), this percentage hovers around
260%. They believe the optimal gross household and
government debt constitutes 85% of GDP, while the
optimal gross debt for non-financial companies is
90% of GDP. In other studies, estimates range from
77% to 100% of GDP (Kamalodin, 2012). If these levels

are maintained, the majority of Western countries
turn out to have a debt ratio above the optimal rate
(figure 15). This makes it advisable to reduce debt, so
that the trend economic growth is increased. Initial
steps have been taken, but debt reduction is a
complex, long-term process (; Reinhart et al, 2012).
Debt reduction is necessary in the Netherlands as
well. Total gross debt as a percentage of GDP is
increasing steadily in the Netherlands, mainly as a
result of an increase in gross household debt.
Household mortgage debt has risen sharply over the
past decades. Since this is offset by high levels of
savings, however, including retirement pensions, the
net capital position shows a completely different
picture. On average, Dutch households have a
positive net capital position. Until the eruption of the
credit crisis in 2008, gross public debt was on a
downward trend. However, interventions in the
financial sector, automatic stabilisation and a variety
of stimulus packages have reversed this trend. The
EMU debt has been on the rise since 2008. With
commitments set to rise sharply in the future due to
factors such as population ageing, the government is
required to reduce its debt. Prior to the Millennium,
the gross debt of non-financial companies was
relatively stable, only to rise sharply in a short period
of time following a wave of acquisitions by Dutch
non-financial companies. Since companies have been
less affected by value decreases on the asset side
during the crises in recent years, their solvency has
remained stable. For many companies, the need to
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Box 5: Continuation

reduce their debt is therefore less urgent. Still,
businesses will feel the impact of the reduction in
gross debt in other industries (in other countries) in
the coming years. During the period in which gross
debt is reduced the economy will only grow at a
moderate rate, because the reduction in gross

consumer debt is coupled with lower consumer
spending. At the same time, debt reduction on the
part of the government results in austerity meassures
and/or tax increases. It is not just industries with a
domestic focus that suffer from this trend, since debt
reduction affects most of the global economy.

Figure 16: The financial growth cycle of 
companies
Size
Age
Availability of information
Very small enterprise,
without collateral or
track record

Small enterprise
with high growth potential,
but no track record

Medium-sized enterprise
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a secure reputation
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Venture Capital
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Medium-term
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Source: Berger en Udell (1998)
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Obstacles to financing?
Once securing bank loans becomes a problem,
businesses will naturally start turning to alternative
sources of funding. The availability of these alternative
funding sources depends on a number of factors,
including the stage of the company’s financial growth
cycle. As the business grows in size, matures and
becomes more experienced and the information about
its activities becomes more transparent, it will have
access to a growing number of funding sources.
One of the most common models for the financial
growth cycle was developed by Berger and Udell (1998).
In this model, the company is on a continuum that takes
into account company size, the company’s age, and the
availability of information (figure 16). During the growth
cycle, a business can use different financing avenues at
each stage in order to fund its investment projects. It is
important to note, however, that the model only
provides a general picture of the financing options. The
types of financing channels an individual company can
realistically use vary depending on the individual case.
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During the first stage of life, businesses require funds to
investigate whether their idea has any chance of
success. During this stage of life, companies barely
generate cash flows, much less turn a profit, which
means internal financing through retention of profits is
not an option. Due to the high level of information
asymmetry, it is also difficult to raise external funds, and
as a result the business owner’s personal funds are
among the main financing sources. Using internal funds
for financing reduces the problem of adverse selection,
since this allows the business owner to communicate to
the outside world that his investment project is of a
high quality (Leland and Pyle, 1977). The reasoning
behind this is that people do not invest their own funds
if they don’t believe in their idea. When a business
finances its activities with own funds, this also reduces
problems associated with moral hazard. When business
owners use their own funds to invest, their personal
costs will increase if they engage in activities that do
not create any value. When the own funds of a new
business are not sufficient, the start-up’s owner may ask
friends and family to invest in the business. These are
generally relatively small amounts that they invest in the
form of personal loans during the preparation and
start-up stages of the business. Certain types of
companies are also eligible for the various subsidy,
credit and tax programmes provided by national and
regional governments. The government also supports
businesses in non-financial ways, for example by
providing advice and allowing access to specific
information.
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Box 6: Crowdfunding funding source of the future?

Crowd funding is a modern way to raise funds for
specific investment projects, online and through
other channels. Crowd funding can be organised in
two ways (Den Butter and Es-Saghir, 2012). Firstly,
businesses requiring funds can offer the project on an
online platform that acts as an agent between
financiers – mostly private individuals – and the
people running the project. On the platform, the
project owner provides information on the project
and specifies the investment amount required. Crowd
funding involves a large number of financiers (i.e. the
‘crowd’) investing a small amount through the
website (Scwienbacher and Laralde, 2010). All these
small investments together allow the project owner

to fund the project in full. Secondly, crowd funding
can be organised through extensive offline
campaigns, with online resources used primarily to
raise funds for the financing. Crowd funding is an
addition to existing financing channels, as it focuses
mainly on financing small-scale business activities or
projects, as well as on new businesses.
Despite the rapid growth of crowd funding in recent
times, the total size of the market remains limited.
Douw and Koren (2012a) calculated that a total of
¤ 2.5 million was raised through crowd funding in
the Netherlands in 2011 – five times as much as in
2010. A total of ¤ 3 million was raised in the first half

During the stage after the company’s launch and before
it starts marketing and production, many companies
encounter funding problems. During this stage,
businesses have a great need for external financing, but
the availability of such funding is limited; they are faced
with an equity gap. During the development and
scale-up stage, internal funds are no longer sufficient
and government subsidies are discontinued, while at
the same time many lenders are not willing to provide
financing. Securities and continuity of cash flow are
essential to lenders, as they reduce default risk. New
businesses are unable to guarantee these conditions (or
the research process involved in ascertaining this is too
costly), causing lenders to be cautious in providing
funds at this stage. In some cases, business angels and/
or venture capitalists are willing to help out businesses.
Both types of investors are prepared to provide
risk-bearing capital at an early stage in exchange for a
stake in the company. Business angels invest their own
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of 2012 alone. In other words, the amount of
exposure this form of financing has received is
disproportionate to its actual size. Whereas in the
early years of crowd funding the majority of projects
funded were creative and cultural in nature, it is
currently business owners who raise the most funds
through crowd funding (Douw and Koren, 2012b).
Due to the limited size of the crowd funding market,
it is not expected that this form of investment will
replace traditional financing. Besides, regulation is
expected to increase once the phenomenon grows in
size, at which point costs will rise accordingly.

funds, whereas venture capital originates from
investment funds (i.e. venture capital funds), which, in
their capacity as principals, manage funds from private
individuals, institutions or the fund itself. Business
angels don’t require the same degree of control20 and
contribute less, and different types of, expertise than
venture capitalists (Berger and Udell, 1998; Ehrlich et al,
1994). Business angels and venture capitalists hope to

20 We distinguish between active and passive business angels, with
the majority being active (Kelly, 2000). They monitor the company
continuously, thereby reducing problems relating to moral hazard. In
addition, they also bring specific industry knowledge, experience and
networks to the table. Passive investors merely provide risk-bearing
capital and are barely involved in the company. They are often part of
an informal network managed by an active business angel responsible
for identifying, selecting and monitoring investments (Prowse, 1998).
The level of involvement of venture capitalists in the investee
company depends on a number of company-specific factors. Manigart
and Sapienza (1999) concludethat factors that trigger more
substantial agency risks result in greater involvement on the part of
the venture capitalist.
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Box 7: Credit unions: financing of, by and for businesses

Credit unions are member-owned financial
cooperatives of businesses operating within a specific
industry or region. At credit unions, established or
retired business owners generally deposit funds into a
common account, which are then used to finance
investments at businesses based in the same region
or industry. Loans provided by credit unions are
limited to the amount deposited by the members,
since no leverage may be used. Credit unions are
not-for-profit institutions. According to the foreign
literature, there are a number of reasons why credit
unions can be an addition to existing financing
options. For one, credit costs are lower, while savings
interest rates are higher. Furthermore, the risk of
borrower default is smaller, since members generally

have more expertise in assessing the risks and
opportunities associated with the credit requested.
This is because they know the business owner well
and can also use their own market knowledge to test
the quality of the business plan. Since credit unions
possess local knowledge, they can also provide credit
to businesses with higher risk profiles.
In the Netherlands, credit union financing is still a
new phenomenon.21 Several pilot projects are
currently running, and a number of actual initiatives
are scheduled to be launched in late 2012. In many

21 The philosophy behind the establishment of the Rabobank
Group in the 19th Century is in line with that of credit unions.

achieve a high return by selling their stake in the
medium-to-long term. When deciding whether or not
to provide risk-bearing capital, these types of financiers
therefore consider the company’s growth outlook, the
risks involved and the possibility of selling the
investment after several years (i.e. the exit). At this stage,
these types of financiers may therefore have reasons to
be skittish about investing. Many companies do not
survive this stage due to a lack of cash flow, which is
why it is sometimes referred to as the ‘valley of death’.
During the next stage of the lifecycle, businesses can
turn to the banks for funding. Finally, when the business
is a decent size and has built up a track record, the
business owner can raise funds in the public capital
markets.
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parts of the world, credit unions have existed
alongside the traditional banking system for many
years. These countries include the United States,
Canada, Ireland, Russia, Australia, Poland and the
Philippines, along with the African and South
American continents (Duffeus and Camdzic, 2011). In
the United States, credit unions are a major force in
the financial system, accounting for a market share of
6% in 2009. In 2010, there were 7,486 credit unions
with a total of 91 million members and a balance
sheet total of USD 926.6 billion (CUNA Economics &
Statistics, 2011). The future will have to tell whether
credit unions can be equally successful in the
Netherlands.

The above shows that there are a large number of
alternative sources of funding besides bank loans. The
types of funding sources a specific business can use
vary from case to case, with both business-specific
features and the size of the alternative sources of
finance playing a role.
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conclusion
In funding their assets, Dutch companies depend
largely on bank loans, making the Dutch financial
system – along with those in most of Europe and Japan
– a relationship-oriented or bank-oriented system. In
this type of financial system, excess funds from surplus
households and businesses are transferred to
businesses and households requiring financing, mostly
through banks and other financial institutions, while the
financial markets are relatively less important, and in
some areas even underdeveloped. This is because
capital providers scarcely invest in businesses directly,
so that businesses maintain close ties with banks, which
has its value. An example is a stable relationship
between the customer and the bank, with the bank
continuing to support customers even during difficult
times. In countries with a market-oriented financial
system, such as the United States and the United
Kingdom, businesses depend less on bank credit and
typically raise funds in the market, for example by
issuing corporate bonds and shares (Dutch Central
Bank, 2009).
However, the bank-oriented system is facing
challenging times due to the global financial crisis and
the more stringent regulatory controls and policies that
have followed in its wake. Compared with the period
prior to 2008, banks may tighten their credit standards
in the coming years, as well as raising the cost of credit.
These developments pose a significant challenge in
funding business growth at a time of rising confidence.
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How can investment projects be funded if banks are
focused mainly on shoring up their balance sheets and
less on extending as many loans as possible? Alternative
funding sources, particularly market financing, are a
possible solution.
Within this context, regulated by the stronger bank
balances required and with maximum protection of
taxpayers in the event of a future financial crisis, this
may be the time to shift to a new model. This may result
in the development in our system of elements that are
more in line with a market-oriented system, as found in
many English-speaking countries. Specifically, there are
still surplus and deficit households, but it will prove
more difficult for their funds to reach the appropriate
destination through the banking system. Alternative
funding methods will then be able to fill these gaps. In a
more market-oriented system the financial markets are
more developed, since investors use these markets to
invest a larger portion of their surplus funds in
businesses directly. These circumstances may bring
about long-term changes in the Dutch financing
system, with non-banking institutions permanently
playing a greater role. However, time will tell whether
this change will actually materialise.
It is evident that there are sufficient alternative sources
of funding available, but that Dutch non-financial
companies currently make relatively little use of these
sources. There are a number of reasons for this,
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including the relative underdevelopment of these forms
of financing and ignorance on the part of business
owners of their existence. The main challenge is to
ensure that these funding sources become viable
alternatives. This is the responsibility of businesses,
financial institutions and the government, since we all
stand to benefit if growth is funded on a consistent
basis.
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Disclaimer
The text of this publication was completed on 14 September 2012. In creating the text, we used sources we
consider reliable. These data were incorporated into our analyses with care. Rabobank Nederland accepts
no liability whatsoever in the event that any data or forecasts contained in this publication contain any
inaccuracies. Use of the contents, or part of the contents, of this publication is permitted only provided that
the sources are listed.
The information provided by Rabobank* in the Outlook documents or through its websites does not
constitute an offer, investment advice, or any other type of financial service. While the information provided
by Rabobank is based on sources considered reliable, the accuracy or completeness of this information
cannot be guaranteed; it represents general information that is subject to change.
No rights can be derived from the information provided. Past performance does not guarantee future
results. Rabobank and any other parties providing information in this publication and on the websites listed
therein accept no liability whatsoever for the contents thereof or of information provided on or through the
websites. Rabobank accepts no liability whatsoever for the contents of this publication or of websites it
does not maintain itself and to which this publication refers or that refer to Rabobank websites.
The user of the information is responsible for the choice of information and any use thereof. The
information may only be used by the user personally. This user is prohibited from transferring, reproducing,
editing or disseminating the information. The user is required to comply with the instructions provided by
Rabobank regarding the use of the information. The laws of the Netherlands apply.
© November 2012 - *Coöperatieve Centrale Raiffeisen-Boerenleenbank B.A., The Netherlands.
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